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Gesture Recognition Using Ambient Light
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There is a growing interest in the scientific community to develop techniques for humans to communicate with the computing
that is embedding into our environments. Researchers are already exploring ubiquitous modalities, such as radio frequency
signals, to develop gesture recognition systems. In this paper, we explore another such modality, namely ambient light, and
develop LiGest, an ambient light based gesture recognition system. The key property of LiGest is that it is agnostic to lighting
conditions, position and orientation of user, and who performs the gestures. The general idea behind LiGest is that when a
user performs different gestures, the shadows of the user move in unique patterns. LiGest first learns these patterns using
training samples and then recognizes unknown samples by matching them with the learnt patterns. To capture these patterns,
LiGest uses a grid of light sensors deployed on floor. While the general idea behind LiGest seems straightforward, it is actually
very challenging to put it into practice because the intensity, size, and number of shadows of a user are not fixed and depend
highly on the position and orientation of a user as well as on the intensity, position, and number of light sources. We developed
a prototype of LiGest using commercially available light sensors and extensively evaluated it with the help of 20 volunteers.
Our results show that LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 96.36% across all volunteers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

With the advent of the Internet of Things, we are witnessing the infusion of computing into our everyday
environments in various forms such as intelligent thermostats [9, 12, 13, 17], smart appliances [16, 21], and
remotely controllable household equipment such as smart lights [14, 18, 19, 22]. Consequently, we need new
ways to seamlessly communicate and interact with such always-available computing and always-connected
devices. A natural choice for such communication and interaction is human gestures because gestures are an
integral part of the way humans communicate and interact with each other in their daily lives. Indeed, there
has been a rising trend in the integration of gesture recognition systems into various consumer electronics
including gaming consoles, smart phones, and navigation devices. Xbox Kinect [23] and Leap [15] are the leading
examples of commercially available gesture recognition systems. Gesture recognition systems further hold
promise as a supplemental interface to voice-assistants, such as Amazon Echo, which remain out of access to the
speech-impaired.
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Researchers are also exploring radio frequency (RF) based modalities, such as WiFi and RFID, to recognize
gestures by monitoring changes in the RF signals due to human movements [24, 47, 50, 52, 78, 91, 92, 102–
104, 106, 109, 113]. While the work on RF based gesture recognition holds promise, there are several other
modalities, such as ambient light, that can enable gesture recognition (e.g., by monitoring changes in the intensity
of light due to human movements) and deserve exploration, but have not yet received enough attention from
the research community. Each modality also has its own unique set of limitations and cannot enable gesture
recognition in every practical scenario. Therefore, we envision that a truly practical gesture recognition system
can be developed only by integrating multiple gesture recognition systems that complement each other and each
of which is based on a unique modality such as ambient light, WiFi, ultrasonics, or backscatter.

1.2 Problem Statement

As a step towards realizing this vision, in this paper, our objective is to design, implement, and extensively
evaluate an ambient light based gesture recognition system that has the following three properties:

1) Lighting Condition Agnostic: the gesture recognition system should not be affected by changes in the
intensity, number, and/or position of light sources in the environment. The system should also not assume any
control over the lighting infrastructure and should work with all types of ambient light sources.

2) Position and Orientation Agnostic: the system should recognize gestures of user irrespective of the location
of the user in the given indoor environment and the direction the user is facing in, i.e., user’s orientation.

3) User Agnostic: the system should recognize gestures of any arbitrary user in the given indoor environment
and not only of a specific set of users.

1.3 Relationship with the State of the Art

Two published schemes most related to our work are LiSense [58] and StarLight [60]. LiSense reconstructs a
stationary user’s posture in the form of a stick figure using a set of photodiodes deployed on the floor and a set of
LEDs on the ceiling, which transmit encoded information to the photodiodes. StarLight uses a similar platform as
LiSense and extends LiSense from stationary users to the users that move around and continuously reconstructs
the posture of such mobile users. LiSense and StarLight are promising first steps towards using ambient light for
human sensing. However, our work is different from these two schemes in two important ways.
The first difference is in the type of light sources: LiSense and StarLight both require the light sources to be

only LEDs because they require the light sources on the ceiling to transmit encoded information to photodiodes
on the floor. Our work, on the other hand, aims at doing gesture recognition using ambient light generated by
any type of light sources, such as LEDs, fluorescent lights, and even sunlight, and without requiring any control

over the light sources. The motivation behind this aim is twofold. First, while the adoption of LED based lights is
steadily increasing, they are not yet ubiquitously deployed and constitute only 3% of all installed light sources [8].
Therefore, to enable light based gesture recognition in all buildings, it is imperative to enable it using ambient
light generated by any type of light sources. Second, control over light sources may not always be possible,
especially in existing buildings, as that requires a significant amount of prohibitively costly electrical rewiring.
The second difference is in objective: the primary objective of LiSense and StarLight is to reconstruct the

posture of a user in the form of a stick figure, whereas the primary objective of our work is to recognize gestures
of a user. While one can extend LiSense and StarLight to enable gesture recognition by applying appropriate
image processing and machine learning techniques that track the limbs in the stick figure, this is not trivial.
Furthermore, LiSense and StarLight also require body measurements of the users, such as height and size of body
parts, which may not always be available apriori. We show in this paper that one can do gesture recognition
without going through the process of posture reconstruction at all.
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1.4 Proposed Approach
In this paper, we propose LiGest, an ambient light based gesture recognition system that has all of the three
properties mentioned in Section 1.2. Similar to LiSense [58] and StarLight [60], LiGest uses a grid of light sensors
deployed on the floor, but unlike these schemes, LiGest neither requires the light sources to be only LEDs nor
requires any control over them. Note that LiGest’s (and also LiSense’s and StarLight’s) approach of installing
a grid of sensors on the floor is neither cost prohibitive nor impractical; in fact, floors with embedded sensors,
albeit not light sensors, are already commercially available [10, 11]. The commercial availability of such floors
establishes that embedding light sensors into floors is practically feasible.

The principle behind LiGest is that as a user performs a gesture in an indoor environment that is lit with light,
the shadows of the user falling on the sensors on the floor move, resulting in changes to the intensity of light
arriving at different sensors. As different gestures result in different motions of the body, the patterns of change
in the intensity of light are different for different gestures. LiGest leverages this principle to first learn these
patterns for each predefined gesture using machine learning based classification techniques and then recognizes
them as the user performs the gestures at runtime.

To build classification models for a given set of gestures, for each gesture, LiGest first acquires training samples.
As LiGest is agnostic to lighting conditions, position and orientation of user, and the user itself, it requires
the training samples to be collected under only one lighting condition, at only one position and orientation,
and from only one user. Each gesture sample essentially consists of N time-series of sensor values, where N
represents the number of light sensors deployed on the floor. We call each time-series an S-stream. Next, LiGest
applies several filtering and transformation operations on these training samples, which make LiGest agnostic
to lighting conditions, position and orientation of user, and the user itself. These operations include denoising,
signal standardization, wavelet transformation, rasterization, and principal component analysis. We will describe
these operations in detail later in the paper. Finally, LiGest extracts features from the filtered and transformed
training samples and generates support vector machine based classification models for the given set of gestures.
To recognize gestures of a user at runtime, as soon as the user performs a gesture, LiGest first automatically

detects that a gesture has been performed and then evaluates the gesture against the classification models. Finally,
note that, just like several existing RF based gesture recognition systems [52, 78, 103], LiGest currently recognizes
macro gestures that involve hand, limb, or body movements, such as clap, jump, step, etc. It does not yet recognize
micro gestures that involve small finger movements, such as typing.

1.5 Technical Challenges
In designing LiGest, we faced several technical challenges, out of which, we describe four here.

Change in the Light Intensity: The first technical challenge is to handle change in the intensity of ambient
light in the given indoor environment, which can happen due to reasons such as dimming a light. Change in
the intensity of ambient light alters the magnitude of the patterns of change in the S-streams, which can render
the classification models unable to recognize gestures. To address this challenge, for each S-stream, LiGest first
calculates its first order difference, which we call a dS-stream, and then executes a standardization operation in
which it scales the dS-stream in proportion to the standard deviation in its values using Z-score transform [88].
The magnitudes of the patterns of change in the resulting standardized dS-streams are approximately the same
for different samples of a given gesture, irrespective of the intensity of the ambient light in which those samples
were collected. This standardization operation makes LiGest agnostic to the intensity of light as long as there is
enough light (∼ 100 Lux) in the room.

Change in the Position of Light Sources: The second technical challenge is to handle the change in the
position of light sources in the given indoor environment, which can happen due to reasons such as moving the
light source or turning off one light and turning on another. Change in the position of a light source causes the
length and/or direction of a shadow to change, which in turn causes the shadow to be incident on a different set
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of light sensors. To address this challenge, LiGest executes a rasterization operation in which it essentially maps
the values in the standardized dS-streams on to pixels in a raster such that the location of the pixel is determined
by the magnitude of each value. Although change in the position of a light source changes the set of sensors on
which the shadow falls, the patterns of change in the intensity of light stay the same. Consequently, the data
from this new set of sensors maps to the same pixels on the raster as the data from the previous set of sensors,
and the resulting raster stays the same. This rasterization operation makes LiGest agnostic to the position of
light sources.

Change in the Number of Light Sources: The third technical challenge is to handle the change in the number
of light sources in the given environment, which can happen due to reasons such as turning on or off a light
source. Change in the number of light sources changes the number of shadows. To distinguish between the
shadows caused by different light sources, LiSense [58] and StarLight [60] modulate each LED light source at a
different frequency, and determine the amount of light arriving from each light source at any given photodiode
by applying fourier transform on the values reported by that sensor. If a user’s presence blocks the light of any
particular source from reaching the photodiode, its corresponding frequency component diminishes, and LiSense
and StarLight can determine that the shadow due to that light source is falling on this photodiode.
Unfortunately, such a shadow-separation approach is not feasible in our setting due to two reasons: 1) we

do not have any control over light sources; 2) most ambient light sources, such as fluorescent lights, cannot be
modulated. To address this challenge, we leverage the observation that while each light source creates a unique
shadow that falls on a unique set of sensors, the patterns of change seen by each set of sensors stay the same
because these patterns result from the same gesture. Thus, if we map the values in the standardized dS-streams
from each sensor on to a raster such that the mapping depends on the magnitudes of the values, the values from
each set of sensors map to almost the same set of pixels on the raster. Consequently, the resulting raster always
stays the same irrespective of the number of the light source. In this way, the rasterization operation makes
LiGest independent of the number of shadows, and thus, agnostic to the number of light sources.

Change in the Position/Orientation of User: The fourth technical challenge is to enable LiGest to recognize
gestures irrespective of the position and orientation of the user. While shadows can drastically change with
change in the position and/or orientation of the user with respect to the light sources, their net effect is similar to
change in the position of light sources, i.e., a change in position and/or orientation of user causes each shadow to
fall on a different set of light sensors but the patterns of change in the intensity of light seen by the new set of
sensors stay the same. The rasterization operation, therefore, handles the effects of changes in user position and
orientation as well, and makes LiGest agnostic to position and orientation of the user.

1.6 Key Contributions

In this paper, we make following four key contributions.

(1) We have proposed a gesture recognition system that works using ambient light generated from any type
of light sources, including LEDs and fluorescent lamps, and without requiring any control over the light
sources.

(2) We have developed techniques that make ambient light based gesture recognition systems agnostic to
lighting conditions as well as to the position and orientation of user.

(3) We have collected a comprehensive real world dataset of 15175 samples from 20 users in 9 positions, 4
orientations, 11 lighting conditions, and 2 different environments. The dataset will be made available to the
research community after publication.

(4) We have implemented and extensively evaluated LiGest using commodity light sensors. Our results from
an extensive evaluation on our dataset show that LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 96.36%, which is
similar to (and often higher than) the average accuracies achieved by RF based gesture recognition systems
[24, 52, 78].
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2 RELATED WORK

While a significant amount of work has been done on light based communication [28, 29, 33, 42, 45, 46, 54, 55,
57, 59, 62, 63, 74, 79, 83, 84, 101, 112], light based gesture recognition has received little attention. Next, we first
describe existing light based human sensing schemes and then present other gesture recognition systems that
use cameras, wearable sensors, and RF signals.
Light based Human Sensing: The work closest to ours is LiSense [58] and StarLight [60], which reconstruct
user’s posture in the form of stick figures using visible light, as discussed in detail in Section 1.3. CeilingSee
[108] proposed to estimate the number of occupants in a room using ceiling-mounted LEDs as sensors. The
fundamental difference between CeilingSee and LiGest is that they are designed to perform two very different
tasks: CeilingSee estimates the number of occupants, while LiGest recognizes the gestures of occupants. A recent
(but not peer-reviewed) technical report proposed GestureLite [51], which leverages ambient light to recognize
hand gestures in “an environment with a reasonably consistent lighting scheme”. It uses a small 25in2 sensing
platform comprising a grid of 9 photodiodes to largely classify wrist and hand movements of a user based on the
shadows. The objective of GestureLite by design is very different from that of LiGest. GestureLite was proposed
to recognize hand gestures when the hand is close to (< 11 inches from) a densely packed grid of photodiodes,
while LiGest has been designed to recognize whole body based gestures at much farther distance (in the order
of feet) from the photodiodes. By requiring the user’s hand to be this close to the sensing grid, GestureLite
achieves a fundamental advantage of not having to deal with multiple shadows because at distances as small as
11 inches from the sensing grid, ambient light rays from multiple sources largely converge, and thus the shadow
patterns of a body part blocking the light within such distances are almost equivalent to the shadow patterns
observed if the body part were to block a single light source, as demonstrated by Segen and Kumar in [86]. At
larger distances for which LiGest has been designed for, multiple shadows are unavoidable due to the multiplicity
of light sources in indoor environments, and thus, the methods proposed in GestureLite cannot be used. If we
set aside the fundamental difference in the objectives of GestureLite and LiGest, and try to use GestureLite to
recognize whole body based gestures, GestureLite suffers from four other important limitations. First, GestureLite
assumes that the lighting condition stays fixed, i.e., the position, number, and intensity of ambient light sources
never changes. The authors acknowledge that even when classifying hand gestures at distances of less than 11in
from the sensing grid, if lighting conditions change, the accuracy of GestureLite reduces to 74%. In comparison,
LiGest handles changes in the lighting conditions very well. Second, GestureLite requires the user orientation to
be always the same and the gestures to be always performed at similar speeds. In contrast, LiGest does not impose
any such restrictions, and handles changes in user position, orientation, and gesture speed very well. Third, as
acknowledged by the authors, GestureLite works with the reported accuracy only if the training and testing is
performed on the same user. LiGest, on the other hand, can handle variations across users. Last, GestureLite uses
over an order of magnitude greater density of photodiodes compared to LiGest: GestureLite uses one photodiode
per 2.7in2 while LiGest uses one photodiode per 36in2.
Camera based Gesture Recognition: Camera and depth sensor based systems capture video frames and apply
computer vision algorithms to track human limbs to recognize gestures [27, 31, 39, 43, 44, 48, 61, 68, 72, 76,
81, 90, 96, 99, 111]. Such systems often require exhaustive training to achieve good accuracy. For example, the
tracking algorithm used in Kinect relies on hundreds of thousands of training images to build the classifiers [90].
Camera based systems have two major drawbacks. First, capturing and storing the raw camera data raises privacy
concerns [82, 105]. Second, it requires users to be in the field of vision of camera, which limits its pervasiveness.
Wearable Sensors based Gesture Recognition: Wearable sensors based gesture recognition systems require
the user to wear one or more sensors (such as accelerometers) on one or more limbs. These systems use the
values reported by these sensors to recognize gestures [30, 35, 56, 69, 71, 73, 94, 95, 110]. With the increase in the
adoption of smart phones, researchers have proposed schemes that utilize the motion sensors in smart phones to
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recognize gestures [64–66, 77, 80, 107]. As the sensors are positioned at the site of motion in wearable sensors
based gesture recognition systems, these systems usually achieve high accuracy. Unfortunately, wearable sensors
based approaches are inconvenient because the users have to wear sensors continuously or hold a smart phone
in their hand while performing gestures. Both camera and wearable sensor based systems are intrusive in the
sense that they either do not preserve user privacy or require users to wear sensors.
Sound based Gesture Recognition: Sound based sensing and gesture recognition systems leverage changes
in the arrival times of reflections of sound waves or changes in the Doppler shift in the reflected sound waves
caused by the changes in human posture to recognize gestures [40, 75, 98]. While sound is a promising modality
for use in gesture recognition, sound based gesture recognition has three limitations. First, sound based methods
usually work when the user is at a short distance from the transmitter and receiver. Second, while they can use
inaudible high-frequency tones that the ears of adults do not detect, these tones can be disturbing for pets and
young children. Third, the shifted frequency depends upon the speed of sound in air, which in turn depends on
the temperature, and thus making such systems quite sensitive to the environment. Nonetheless, as mentioned
above, sound is a promising modality and researchers are actively working in this area to find solutions to such
limitations. We envision that in future, it will be used in conjunction with other modalities, such as light, and
help make gesture recognition systems more robust.
RF based Gesture Recognition: Recently, several gesture recognition systems have been proposed that use RF
signals to recognize gestures. RF channels are characterized by received signal strength (RSS) and channel state
indicator (CSI). When an object, such as a human arm, moves in an environment, the characteristics of the radio
channels in that environment change, resulting in changes in the RSS and CSI values. Most RF based gesture
recognition systems utilize the patterns of these changes in RSS values [92, 93] and CSI values [41, 87, 100, 102–
104, 106, 109, 113] due to human motion to recognize human gestures and activities. The remaining RF based
gesture recognition systems utilize software defined radios and measure other fine-grained signal characteristics
such as angle of arrival and doppler shifts [25, 26, 78] or utilize special hardware [52]. While RF is a promising
modality and we expect to see significant advancements in this direction, it has its own unique set of limitations,
most important of which is its sensitivity to channel noise and environmental changes. The key advantage of
RF and other similar modalities, such as ambient light and ultrasonics, is that they are non-intrusive, i.e., they
neither capture user’s video nor require the user to wear any sensors.

3 SENSING PLATFORM

To collect gesture samples from our volunteers, we developed a sensing platform that comprised of a portable and
sturdy 6ft × 6ft mat and N = 36 light sensors placed on it in the form of a square grid with an even spacing of 1ft
between adjacent sensors. Each light sensor measures changes in the intensity of light due to the moving shadows
as a user performs gestures, and reports the values to a central server. To keep the cost of our sensing platform
low, we used cheap off-the-shelf light sensors, namely TSL237 [20]. TSL237 is a light-to-frequency converter, i.e.,
it converts light intensity into a series of square-wave pulses: the lower the light intensity, the slower the pulses.
To connect the sensors to the central server, we interfaced the 36 sensors to 18 Arduino Uno boards, i.e., 2

sensors per board. Figure 1 shows our sensing platform. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the connection
of two TSL237 sensors with one Arduino board. Each board acquires the light intensity values at a rate of 100
samples/sec from each of its two attached sensors and sends them to the central server via its USB port. While
we can increase the sampling rate beyond 100 samples/sec, we found that this rate results in acceptable accuracy.
We connected the 18 Arduino boards to the central server through a USB hub. The server runs a multi-threaded
data acquisition program in Java to receive the light-intensity values sent by the boards.
To collect gesture samples, we placed the mat on floor in different environments and under various lighting

conditions and asked our volunteers to stand on it at different positions and in different orientations and perform
gestures. We will provide more details on the data collection process in Section 8.1. Note that while our sensing
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Fig. 1. Prototype sensing platform
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Fig. 2. Schematics for connecting a pair of sensors
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platform is 6ft × 6ft in size, we envision that when deployed as a production system, the platform will cover
the entire floor so that the gestures of users are recognized everywhere on the floor. The motivation behind
placing the mat on the floor is that the light sources are usually mounted higher than the typical heights of
users, due to which the shadow(s) of the users fall primarily on the floor. Next, we describe the cost of our
sensing platform and the anticipated cost when manufactured as a production system. The TSL237 sensors
and the Arduino Uno boards that we have are priced at USD 2.7 per sensor [1] and USD 14.9 per Arduino [2]),
respectively, at the time of writing this paper. The net cost of building our experimental sensing platform was
approximately 36× 2.7+ 18× 14.9 ≈ 365 US dollars, which translates to about USD 10 per ft2. When developed as
a production system in large quantities, the components and micro-controllers are available at much lower prices.
For example, very high quality photodiodes and powerful enough micro-controllers are available for purchase at
just USD 0.1 [3] and 2.4 per piece [4], respectively. The sewable conducting threads required to make connections
cost just USD 0.04/ft[5]. At these rates, the materials cost of installing the sensing platform in a 100ft2 room
is roughly USD 20 (100 photodiodes and four 25-input micro-controllers), which translates to just 20 cents per
ft2. Fortunately, this cost is very little when compared to the materials cost of, for example, carpeting, which
starts at USD 1 per ft2 [6], and averages above USD 3 per ft2 [7]. As another example, consider a 2600 ft2 house in
which gesture recognition is desired in 80% of the area. The cost of deploying our system in this home would be
2600 × 0.8 × 0.2 = USD 416. Compared to the average cost of homes in the US, which stands at USD 188,900 at
the time of publication of this paper, the cost of deploying our system is just 0.22%.

4 OVERVIEW

In this section, we provide an overview of LiGest. To recognize a given set of gestures in a given indoor
environment, LiGest needs classification models for those gestures in that environment. For this, LiGest first
acquires training samples of the gestures in that environment from at least one user in at least one position
and orientation under at least one lighting condition. It then builds the classification models for the given set of
gestures in the following three steps.

4.1 Preprocessing

In this step, LiGest takes the N raw S-streams from all N sensors and preprocesses them to make them usable for
generating good classification models. During this step, LiGest performs following three operations.
1) Denoising: The S-streams can contain two types of noise: stray shadow noise, which occurs due to the
shadows cast by the static objects in the environment, and hardware noise, which occurs due to the 60Hz flicker
of fluorescent lights and minor imperfections in sensor and Arduino’s hardware. LiGest removes the stray shadow
noise from a given S-stream by taking its first order difference. We name the resulting stream dS-stream. Next, it
removes the hardware and environment noise from the dS-stream by performing hard wavelet thresholding on it
using DWT. We name the resulting stream denoised dS-stream.
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2) Gesture Detection: After denoising, LiGest automatically detects the start and end times of gestures from the
denoised dS-streams by using a supervised thresholding scheme and uses the values in the denoised dS-streams
contained between the start and end times of each gesture sample for further processing.
3) Standardization: After detecting gestures, LiGest performs standardization operation on the denoised dS-
streams of each sample during which it applies Z-score transform temporally on the denoised dS-streams. We
name the resulting streams standardizeddS-streams. The objective of this operation is to make LiGest independent
of changes in the intensity of light sources.

4.2 Position, Orientation, Lighting, and User Agnostic Feature Extraction

To generate classification models for the gestures, LiGest needs features that satisfy following three requirements:
1) the features should have high classification potential; 2) the features should be agnostic to the position and
number of light sources as well as to the position and orientation of the user; 3) the number of features should be
minimal to keep the computational complexity low. Keeping these requirements in view, LiGest extracts features
by applying the following three operations on standardized dS-streams of each gesture.
1) Wavelet Transformation: While the values in the standardized dS-streams can be directly used as features,
the resulting number of features would be very large. To reduce the number of features, LiGest applies stationary
wavelet transform on the standardized dS-streams and calculates detail-coefficients from a level that produces
minimum number of coefficients without losing any useful information. LiGest uses these detail-coefficients for
further processing.
2) Rasterization: On obtaining the detail-coefficients, LiGest applies a transformation operation on them, which
we call rasterization. The objective of rasterization is to make LiGest independent of the number and position of
light sources as well as the position and orientation of the user. LiGest performs rasterization by mapping the
values of the coefficients obtained from the wavelet transformation onto a two dimensional binary raster image,
such that the mapping of each coefficient depends on the value of the coefficient. It then performs a JPEG2000
inspired DWT based compression on the resulting raster to reduce the size of the raster further.
3) Principal Component Analysis: While the values of the binary pixels in the compressed raster can be
directly used as features, the compressed raster still contains some redundant information. To remove the features
containing redundant information, we apply principal component analysis (PCA) on this compressed raster and
get an even smaller set of features that has a very high classification potential. LiGest uses this set of features to
generate classification models.

4.3 Classifier Training

After extracting values of features from all training samples of a given set of gestures, LiGest builds support
vector machine (SVM) based classification models for that set of gestures. LiGest uses these classification models
to recognize gestures of a user at runtime.

5 PREPROCESSING

Next, we describe the three operations of denoising, gesture detection, and standardization, which LiGest uses to
prepare the S-streams for feature extraction.

5.1 Denoising

The time-series of each sensor, i.e., each S-stream, contains noise that must be removed to achieve a high gesture
recognition accuracy. The S-streams can contain two types of noises: 1) stray shadow noise, and 2) hardware
noise. Next, we describe each of these two types of noises and show how LiGest removes them.
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5.1.1 Stray Shadow Noise. Static objects, such as a chair, can cast shadows on the light sensors. We call such
shadows stray shadows. If one or more shadows of the user overlap with a stray shadow, the net light intensity
measured by the sensors under the stray shadow will have a constant offset compared to the light intensity
measured by those sensors in the absence of the stray shadow. Such offsets can potentially deteriorate LiGest’s
accuracy. To remove the effect of stray shadows from the S-streams, LiGest takes the first order difference of
each S-stream. We call the resulting stream a dS-stream, which does not contain any offsets due to stray shadows.
LiGest uses the dS-streams for further processing.

5.1.2 Hardware Noise. This type of noise can be further categorized into two subtypes: 1) time-localized, and
2) frequency localized. The time-localized noise appears in the form of spikes in the dS-streams, which occur
due to the minor imperfections in Arduino’s oscillator hardware. More specifically, due to the 100 samples/sec
sampling rate, every 10ms, each Arduino board resets its counters through an interrupt. The interrupt sometimes
gets delayed due to these imperfections and the counters are not reset in time. Consequently, Arduino board sends
inflated sensor values to the central server, which appear as spikes in the dS-streams. The frequency-localized
noise appears due to the flicker of lights powered by the 60Hz AC. The top figure in Figure 3 plots the magnitude of
the fourier transform of the dS-streams from all N sensors. The figure does not plot the magnitudes of frequencies
< 5Hz due to their large amplitudes. We observe a peak at 40Hz in this figure for all dS-streams (a 60Hz signal
shows a peak at 40Hz when sampled at 100Hz due to spectral folding resulting from sampling rate less than
Nyquist criteria). We also observe that apart from the 40Hz frequency, the dS-streams contain other frequencies,
20Hz and higher, with notable amplitudes. Though the reason behind the presence of these frequencies is unclear,
they need to be removed from the dS-streams to clean them for further processing.
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Fig. 4. Original and denoised dS-streams

As dS-streams contain both time-localized and frequency-localized noise, a natural choice is to use discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) to remove such noise because DWT provides good resolution in both time and
frequency. DWT can be computed efficiently using Mallat’s Algorithm [89] when the length of the signal is an
exact power of 2. We observed from our dataset that volunteers always took less than 5 seconds to perform
any gesture. Consequently, we take chunks of consecutive 512 values from dS-stream and process each chunk
individually to remove hardware noise from it.

DWT is a hierarchical transformwith multiple levels, where each level processes a localized section of the signal
and the frequency span at any given level is half of the frequency span at the level before it. At each level, DWT
gives detail-coefficients, which correspond to the high frequencies in the signal, and approximation-coefficients,
which correspond to the low frequencies in the signal. As seen in Figure 3, the variations introduced by noise in
the dS-streams have higher frequencies and lower amplitudes compared to the variations introduced by gestures.
Consequently, the noise can be removed from the dS-streams by setting detail-coefficients with values below a
certain threshold to 0.
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Based on this intuition, LiGest removes the hardware noise from each dS-stream in the following four steps.
First, it applies DWT on the given dS-stream to compute level 4 detail-coefficients. LiGest does not calculate
coefficients beyond level 4 because the length of each chunk is 512 and the highest frequency component in
the dS-stream is limited to 50Hz due to our sampling rate of 100Hz. As the frequency span halves every DWT
level, level 4 represents coefficients in frequency range [0, 512/24−1] Hz, which completely accommodates the
frequency range of [0, 50] Hz of our dS-streams. Any level greater than 4 does not completely accommodate all
frequencies, whereas any level below level 4 just produces larger number of coefficients, which increases the
computational complexity when training the classifiers.
Second, LiGest calculates the threshold below which it should set the detail-coefficients of level 4 to 0. To

calculate this threshold, LiGest uses the method proposed by Donoho et al. [34], which is based on Stein’s
unbiased risk estimate (SURE) [38]. Third, LiGest compares the detail-coefficients with the threshold and sets all
detail-coefficients with values less than the threshold to 0. This step is known as hard wavelet thresholding [49].
Last, LiGest applies inverse DWT on the resulting detail-coefficients along with the unmodified approximation-
coefficients to generate the denoised chunk of 512 values. LiGest concatenates all denoised chunks to obtain the
denoised dS-stream. The bottom figure in Figure 3 plots the magnitude of the fourier transform of the denoised
dS-streams from all N sensors. We clearly observe that the denoised dS-streams do not contain high frequency
noise anymore. Figure 4 plots a sample of an original and its corresponding denoised dS-stream. We clearly see
in this figure that the denoised dS-stream is very smooth and contains no abrupt spikes.

5.2 Gesture Detection

To detect the start and end times of a gesture, LiGest uses a simple thresholding scheme. When a user is not
performing a gesture, theoretically, all values in the denoised dS-streams should be equal to 0. Practically, we
observe that the values are equal to few tenths of a decimal, which is indeed close to 0. When a user performs a
gesture, the values in the denoised dS-streams are much larger than 0, as can also be seen in Figure 4. Thus, by
comparing the absolute values in the denoised dS-streams to a threshold slightly greater than 0, LiGest detects
the start of a gesture. Next, it detects the end of the gesture as soon as it sees that 50 consecutive values in each
denoised dS-stream are less than the threshold. LiGest checks 50 consecutive values before declaring the end
of gesture to ascertain that the user has indeed stopped. To set the threshold, LiGest observes all dS-streams
over a period of time when the user is not performing any gesture and sets the threshold to a value that is 10%
larger than the largest absolute value observed among all dS-streams during that period of time. Using this
approach, LiGest was successfully able to detect the start and end times of 99% samples that we collected from
our volunteers.
After identifying the start and end times of the gesture, if the number of values in each denoised dS-stream

during the start and end times is less than 512, LiGest appends 0s at the end of each denoised dS-stream to make
the length equal to 512. The reason for appending the 0s is twofold: 1) make the length of every gesture sample
equal so that our feature extraction module can extract equal number of features from every sample, and 2) make
the length of every gesture sample an exact power 2 so that our feature extraction module can compute the DWT.
The reason for choosing the length of gesture samples to be 512 is the same as given earlier: the duration of
every gesture in our dataset is always less than 5s and 512 is the nearest exact power of 2. One can choose a
larger or smaller value for the length of gesture samples based on the duration of the gestures one intends to
perform. Onward, we will use L to represent the length of the gesture samples, where L can be any number that
is an exact power of 2.

5.3 Standardization

Due to differences in the intensities of different light sources or due to differences in the distances of a user from
different light sources, one shadow of the user falling on one sensor may be darker compared to another falling
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on another sensor. Consequently, one sensor sees larger changes in the intensity of light compared to the other
as the user performs a gesture. Similarly, due to changes in the intensities of light sources or the distance of user
from the light sources across samples, the darkness of a shadow may vary across samples. Consequently, a sensor
may see different magnitudes of changes in the intensity of light across different samples of the same gesture. All
these observations deteriorate LiGest’s accuracy. Figure 5(a) plots two denoised dS-streams from a sensor for two
samples of a gesture collected at two different distances from a light source. The figure shows that while the
shapes of the two denoised dS-streams are similar, their magnitudes are not.
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Fig. 5. Effect of standardization operation

Our approach towards solving this problem is to apply a suitable transform on the denoised dS-streams such
that the resulting streams have similar magnitudes. It is straightforward to visualize that the values in the denoised
dS-stream of a sensor that sees a darker shadow have a larger standard deviation compared to the values in the
denoised dS-stream of a sensor that sees a lighter shadow. Thus, if we scale the values in each denoised dS-stream
by the deviation across all streams, the resulting streams will have similar magnitudes.
Z-score transform is a well known transform that expresses data in terms of its deviation [88]. As soon as

LiGest detects a gesture using the method described in Section 5.2, it applies the Z-score transform temporally on
the N denoised dS-streams of that gesture sample. We call the resulting set of N streams standardized dS-streams.
To facilitate the formal treatment of gesture samples in the rest of the paper, we represent each gesture sample
by a matrix G, where Gi, j is the ith value in the jth standardized dS-stream and i ∈ [1,L], j ∈ [1,N ]. Figure 5(b)
plots two standardized dS-streams corresponding to the two denoised dS-streams in Figure 5(a). We see in this
figure that the standardized dS-streams indeed have similar magnitudes. Finally, note that this standardization
operation makes LiGest agnostic to changes in the intensity of light sources.

6 POSITION, ORIENTATION, LIGHTING, AND USER AGNOSTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

While the values in a gesture matrix G can be directly used as features to generate classification models, the
resulting number of features would be very large. For example, for our sensing platform L = 512 and N = 36,
which results in 512 × 36 = 18432 features per sample. Unfortunately, such a large number of features not only
increases the computational complexity of training classifiers but also decreases the accuracy due to the curse
of dimensionality [53]. Thus, our objective is to develop a feature extraction scheme that reduces the number
of features per sample without losing any useful information in the standardized dS-streams. For this, LiGest
applies the following three operations on the gesture matrix G: wavelet transformation, rasterization, and PCA.
Next, we describe these three operations in detail.
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6.1 Wavelet Transformation

Recall from Section 5.1.2 that DWT calculates approximation-coefficients and detail-coefficients for any given
signal. These coefficients collectively characterize the shape of the signal and can, therefore, also be used as
features. While the number of coefficients that DWT calculates at the first level is equal to the length of the signal,
the number of coefficients halve as we go from one DWT level to next, i.e., at level l , the number of coefficients
reduce by a factor of 2l−1 compared to the number of coefficients at level 1. If one can justify to use coefficients
from a level l > 1, one essentially reduces the number of features per sample.

The choice of using a level l > 1 for a given signal is justified only when the level l completely accommodates
all frequencies present in the signal. Let Fmax represent the highest frequency component in the standardized
dS-streams across all training samples. LiGest automatically calculates Fmax for a given environment by simply
identifying the highest frequency component with notable magnitude across the fourier transforms of all
standardized dS-streams of the training samples. If the dimension of the gesture matrixG for a given environment
is L × N and the highest frequency component in the training samples is Fmax, the coefficients of level lψ =
�log2 {L/Fmax}� + 1 completely accommodate all frequencies in the standardized dS-streams of the gestures in
that environment. Thus, by using coefficients of level lψ as features, LiGest can reduce the number of features per

sample by a factor of 2l
ψ −1. Consequently, for a given gesture matrix G with dimension L × N , LiGest obtains a

new matrix Gψ with dimension Lψ × N , where Lψ = L/2l
ψ −1 and the jth column of Gψ is comprised of the level

lψ coefficients of the jth column of G. In the samples that we collected from volunteers, Fmax = 31Hz. Thus, for
our dataset, lψ = �log2 {512/31}� + 1 = 5. Thus, using DWT, LiGest reduces the number of features per sample
by an order of magnitude from 512 × 36 = 18432 to 32 × 36 = 1152.

Unfortunately, standard DWT is not well suited to calculate coefficients for gesture samples because the sets of
coefficients that standard DWT produces for two versions of the same signal that are shifted in time are different
[70]. To overcome this problem, we use a variant of standard DWT, called stationary wavelet transform (SWT)
[70], which produces same sets of coefficients for signals that are shifted in time but are otherwise the same. In
applying SWT, we tested four wavelets, i.e., Daubechies2, Coiflet2, Symlet2 and Haar, and chose the Haar wavelet
due to its highest accuracy.

6.2 Rasterization

6.2.1 Motivation. A change in the position of a light source or the position or orientation of a person with
respect to the light source causes the length and/or direction of the user’s shadow to change, which in turn
causes the shadow to fall on a different set and/or different number of light sensors. If this change in position
only changes the direction of the shadow, then the new sensors on which the shadow falls see the same pattern
for a given gesture as the previous sensors. If we can combine the time-series of all sensors in such a way that the
resulting time-series is always the same for multiple samples of the same gesture irrespective of the set of sensors
on which the shadow falls, then the change in the position of the light source or user does not have any impact.
If this change in position also changes the size of shadow, then the number of sensors on which the shadow

falls also changes proportionately. For example, if the size of shadow doubles, the number of sensors on which
the shadow falls also approximately doubles. In this case, the pattern that a sensor was seeing earlier for a given
gesture is now seen by two sensors, but the pattern seen by the two sensors remains the same. In other words,
we get redundant time-series. Similarly, a change in the number of light sources changes the number of shadows
of the user. Although each shadow falls on a distinct set of sensors, the patterns of change in the intensity of
light seen by each set of sensors are the same. Consequently, change in the number of light sources only changes
the number of redundant time-series among the N time-series. If we can combine the time-series of all sensors
in such a way that the resulting time-series contains only a single contribution from every set of redundant
time-series, then the change in the position and/or number of light sources and position and/or orientation of
user does not have any impact.
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6.2.2 Intuition. Motivated by the discussion above, in this section, we design an operation named rasterization
that achieves following two objectives. It combines the time-series of all sensors in such a way that the resulting
time-series 1) is always the same for multiple samples of the same gesture irrespective of the position of the light
source or position or orientation of user, and 2) contains only a single contribution from every set of redundant
time-series. To understand the intuition behind our rasterization operation, consider the Lψ × N values in the
matrix Gψ to be points in 3D space, where the x-axis represents the index of coefficient and goes from 0 to Lψ ,
y-axis represents the index of sensor and goes from 0 to N and the z-axis represents the coefficient values and can
lie in the range (−∞,∞). Figure 6 shows a 3D plot containing 32 × 36 values of the matrix Gψ of a clap gesture
sample. Each line in this figure represents the coefficients corresponding to an individual sensor. We observe
from this figure that the three black lines are very similar in shape to each other because these lines correspond
to three sensors that see three redundant shadows. If we take a projection of this 3D space onto the 2D x , z-plane,
the projection of each of these three lines will almost exactly lie on the same points on the x , z-plane, i.e., the
projection essentially contains a single contribution from these three lines. We call the x , z-plane a raster. Thus,
by taking this projection, we achieve the second objective. Note that when the set of sensors that sees a shadow
changes, only the order of the lines in Figure 6 changes, not their patterns. Consequently, the projection of the
lines onto the x , z-plane stays the same. Thus, by taking the projection, we also achieve the first objective. LiGest
can use the values of this x , z-plane (i.e., the raster) as features, which are now agnostic to the position and
number of light sources and the position and orientation of user.
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Fig. 6. 3D plot of Gψ for clap gesture Fig. 7. Raster of gesture in Figure 6

6.2.3 Method. Having explained the intuition behind rasterization, next, we formally describe how LiGest
performs the rasterization operation on any given matrix Gψ and obtains the corresponding raster. LiGest
performs the rasterization operation in following three steps. First, it initializes a raster matrix R of dimensions
P ×Q to 0. This raster matrix is a binary matrix. The dimensions P and Q of this raster correspond to the z-axis
and x-axis of Figure 6, respectively. Second, LiGest calculates the values of P and Q as follows. Let maxc and
minc represent the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of SWT coefficients among the matrices Gψ of
all training samples. LiGest sets P = (maxc −minc ) ×Δ1 andQ = Lψ ×Δ2, where Δ1 and Δ2 set the granularity of
the raster and should be set to the smallest values that provide acceptable accuracy. LiGest empirically determines
the values of these parameters using grid search and 10-fold cross validation on the training samples. In our
implementation maxc = 20, minc = −20, Δ1 = 2.5 and Δ2 = 16. Third, ∀i ∈ [1,Lψ ] and j ∈ [1,N ], LiGest maps

the value of the elementGψ
i j of the matrix Gψ to an element Rmn of the raster matrix R and sets the element Rmn

to 1, wherem ∈ [1, P] and n ∈ [1,Q]. LiGest does this mapping using the following two equations.

n =

⌈
i ×

Q

Lψ

⌉
, m =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
���
G
ψ
i j −minc

maxc −minc

	
�× (P − 1)+ 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
Figure 7 plots the raster matrix corresponding to the 3D plot in Figure 6. The white regions correspond to the
elements of the raster matrix that are 1 and the black regions correspond to the elements that are 0.
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6.2.4 Compression. A large part of Figure 7 is black, which means that the raster matrix is sparse. By applying
an appropriate compression scheme on the raster matrix, we can reduce its size significantly by reducing the
futile black region, which in turn will reduce the number of features that LiGest extracts. To compress the raster
matrix, LiGest uses an approach inspired by a widely used image compression technique, JPEG2000 [67], during
which it applies a two dimensional DWT on the raster matrix and chooses the coefficients at level 2. This results
in a compressed raster matrix Rc of dimension Pc ×Qc . In our implementation, as P = 100 and Q = 512, this
dimension turns out to be 50 × 256. In computing DWT, LiGest uses Haar wavelet and level 2 because these
provide the highest accuracies.

6.3 Principal Component Analysis

While LiGest can use the Pc × Qc values in the compressed raster as features, the number of features is still
quite large. In this section, we use principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of features further
while preserving majority of the useful information contained in the compressed raster. PCA is an orthogonal
transformation that converts a set of samples containing correlated features into a corresponding set of samples
containing linearly uncorrelated features. These linearly uncorrelated features are called principal components
and are equal to the number of features in the original samples. The values of the first principal component, i.e.,
the values of the first uncorrelated feature have the largest variance. The variance reduces monotonically for
subsequent principal components. As the values of each of the first few principal components show very high
variance, these first few components contain majority of the information contained in the data. Thus, by using
only the first few principal components as features, we can achieve an accuracy just as good as the accuracy that
would result from using all principal components.

LiGest applies PCA to reduce the number of features in the following five steps. First, as each value of the
compressed raster matrix can be used as a feature, LiGest constructs a feature vector by appending all Pc rows
of the raster matrix one after the other. The resulting feature vector has a length ofU = Pc ×Qc . Second, let T
represent the total number of training samples. LiGest generates a training set matrix TS by stacking feature
vectors of all training samples vertically. The dimension of this matrix TS is T × U . Third, LiGest calculates
the covariance matrix C of the matrix TS, which has a dimension of U ×U . Fourth, LiGest performs the eigen
decomposition of the covariance matrix C to obtainU eigen vectors, where the dimension of each eigen vector is
U × 1 and the ith eigen vector, vi , has the ith largest eigen value, where 1 ≤ i ≤ U . Last, for any given sample,
LiGest calculates its ith principal component, where 1 ≤ i ≤ U , by projecting the feature vector of this sample on
the ith eigen vector, i.e., taking the dot product of the feature vector with vi .
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Figure 8 plots the classification accuracy of LiGest on a subset of our
dataset when using first i principal component values for each sample as
features. We see that as we increase the number of principal components
used as features beyond 1, the accuracy of LiGest increases rapidly be-
cause subsequent principal components add new information. However,
beyond using 50 principal component values, the rate of improvement
of accuracy reduces significantly because the majority of information is
contained within the first few principal components, and subsequent prin-
cipal components do not add much new information. Thus, it is not useful
to use components beyond 50, which only increases the computational
complexity in training classifiers. Thus, LiGest uses the first 50 principal
component values as features to build classification models. With this
method, we reduced the number of features of compressed raster by two
orders of magnitude from 50 × 256 = 12800 to just 50.
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7 CLASSIFIER TRAINING

After extracting feature values, LiGest has one feature vector of length 50 per gesture sample. LiGest uses feature
vectors from all samples of all gestures in the training set and builds classification models using support vector
machine (SVM). While there are several other choices to build classification models such as decision trees, naive
bayes, and k-nearest neighbor, we chose SVM because a compressed raster (from which the final feature vector
was obtained) is essentially a compressed black and white image and SVM has been shown to be very effective
for image classification [36]. Next, we describe how LiGest uses SVM and refer interested readers to [32, 97] for
more details on SVM.
To generate classification models to recognize a set of n different gestures, LiGest uses SVM in 1-vs-all

configuration, where it generatesn two-class classificationmodels. Each two-class classificationmodel is generated
by treating samples of one gesture to belong to the positive class and samples of the remaining n − 1 gestures to
belong to the negative class. Each gesture is treated as positive class in exactly one of the n two-class classification
models. In generating each two-class classification model LiGest uses the standard radial basis function (RBF)
kernel and obtains the optimal values of the two tunable parameters, C and γ , using grid search [32, 85].

Recognizing Gestures at Runtime: To recognize a gesture at runtime, LiGest continuously denoises the dS-
streams using the approach described in Section 5.1. It continuously monitors the denoised dS-streams to detect
a gesture using the approach described in Section 5.2. To recognize successive gestures, LiGest requires the
users to take a short pause of about 1 second between successive gestures. If a user does not take the pause,
LiGest will treat the successive gestures as a single gesture, resulting in an error. Note that many recent gesture
recognition systems, such as those proposed in [40, 52, 75, 100], also impose a similar requirement. As soon
as it detects a gesture, it first standardizes the denoised dS-streams of this unknown gesture sample using the
approach described in Section 5.3. Next, it extracts the feature vector by applying the three operations of wavelet
transformation, rasterization, and principal component analysis on the standardized dS-streams, as described
in Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, respectively. Note that in applying these three operations, LiGest uses the values
of parameters (such as DWT and SWT levels, eigen vectors, and the number of PCA components) calculated
at the time of building classification models from the training samples. Last, it evaluates the feature vector
against all n two-class classification models and declares the unknown sample to be that gesture whose two-class
classification model returns the highest likelihood of this unknown sample belonging to its positive class. Note
that LiGest’s speed in recognizing gestures at runtime is very fast (130 ms per gesture in our implementation)
because to recognize a gesture, LiGest only has to extract features and check how close that set of features lies to
the classification boundary of each of the n two-class classification models.

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LiGest using data collected from real volunteers. We quantify
the performance of LiGest in terms of accuracy, which is defined as the percentage of samples that LiGest
recognizes correctly in a given set that contains unseen samples of the predefined gestures. We emphasize that
we cannot compare LiGest with LiSense [58] and StarLight [60] due to the fundamental differences in their
setups and objectives, as described in Section 1.3. Next, we first describe how we collected the data that we
used in evaluating LiGest. After that, we evaluate the overall accuracy of LiGest followed by the evaluation of
accuracy on unseen user positions, unseen user orientations, unseen lighting conditions, unseen users, unscripted
positions/orientation, changing surroundings, changing sunlight and then provide a comparison with GestureLite
[51]. We then study the effect of the four key operations of LiGest on the accuracy of LiGest, viz., denoising,
standardization, wavelet transformation, and rasterization. Note that we already presented the effect of the
number of PCA components on the accuracy of LiGest in Figure 8. Last, we test the limits of LiGest against
obstructions, variations in illuminance and lighting density.
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8.1 Data Collection

We collected a total of 15175 samples for five different gestures (punch, hug, clap, step, and jump) from 20
volunteers (14 males and 6 females) with ages ranging from 22 to 28 years and heights ranging from 150cm to
180cm. We carefully chose the five gestures so that the set of gestures we use to evaluate LiGest incorporates a
good mix of motion from arms (punch and hug), hands (clap), feet (step), and entire body (jump). Before collecting
samples from each volunteer, we gave a video demonstration of each gesture to each volunteer. We collected
these samples with prior IRB approval. Next, we describe how we collected samples to evaluate the accuracy of
LiGest in various scenarios.
Data collection for evaluating overall accuracy, accuracy on unseen user positions and orientations,

unseen lighting conditions, and unseen users: To evaluate the accuracy of LiGest on unseen user positions

and orientations, we placed our 6ft × 6ft sensing platform in the center of our 25ft × 16ft lab, and collected samples
at 9 different positions on the platform, shown as triangles (P1 to P9) in Figure 9, and in 4 different orientations at
each of these 9 position, shown as four arrows at P5 in this figure. Note that the sensing platform and the room
are drawn at different scales in Figure 9. Figure 10 draws the sensing platform and the room at the same scale. The
dimensions inside the sensing platform, however, are at the same scale as the platform. We emphasize here that
when used in practice, the user is not confined to only these 9 positions or 4 orientations to perform gestures. In a
production level deployment, as long as sensors cover the entire floor, the user can perform gestures anywhere on
the floor. To make our setup more clear, we indicate the 9 positions relative to the sensors in Figure 1. To evaluate
the accuracy of LiGest on unseen lighting conditions, we collected samples in two arbitrarily chosen lighting
conditions. We created the first lighting condition using four 45-inch fluorescent tube-lights, three of which were
situated along a line (the length of the line is approximately 45 × 3 inches) directly above the imaginary line
connecting P4, P5, and P6 and the fourth was situated 7 feet towards the right of this line from P6 towards P1.
We created the second lighting condition using six 45-inch fluorescent tube-lights, three of which were again
situated along a line directly above the imaginary line connecting P4, P5, and P6 and the remaining three were
situated along another parallel line 7 feet towards the right of the first line. All tube-lights were at a height of
7.2ft from the floor. The two rows of lights when viewed from the camera perspective in Figure 10 appear as
shown in Figure 11. To evaluate the accuracy of LiGest on unseen users, we collected samples from 20 different
volunteers. In each of the 4 orientations at each of the 9 positions under each of the two lighting conditions,
from each of the 20 volunteers, we collected two samples for each gesture. We name the set of all these samples
dataset-1. To incorporate the effects of stray shadows, we placed a chair around the mat and randomly moved it
between samples such that its shadow fell on the sensing platform.
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Data collection for evaluating accuracywith unscripted positions, unscripted orientations, and chang-

ing surroundings: To evaluate the accuracy of LiGest with unscripted changes in surroundings, we collected
samples in three unscripted scenarios in the same lab where we collected dataset-1. In the first scenario, we
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turned on four ceiling lights and opened the room door from where the outside light entered the room while
people walked in front of the door randomly at different speeds. Due to the people walking, not only the amount
of outside light entering the room changed, the shadows of people falling on parts of the sensing platform also
changed randomly. In the second scenario, we additionally placed a chair in front of the door that casted a
constant stray shadow on the platform in addition to the shadows of the people walking in front of the door. In
the third scenario, we asked a volunteer to arbitrarily choose three positions on the sensing platform and provide
samples for all gestures at each of those three positions in three orientations of volunteer’s choosing. We name
the set of all samples collected in these three scenarios dataset-2. We acknowledge that there are potentially
many possible unscripted scenarios; we just arbitrarily chose the three described above.
Data collection for evaluating accuracy with changing sunlight: To evaluate the accuracy of LiGest with
changing amount of sunlight in an environment, we placed our sensing platform in a 26ft × 28ft living room
right next to a large patio window from where sunlight entered the living room, as shown in Figure 12 and as
seen in Figure 13. The living room is illuminated by a single LED based lamp (which we do not control in any
way, except that we turned it on). We collected samples at different positions and orientations at 9 randomly
chosen times throughout the day. We name the set of all these samples dataset-3. The ambient light intensity at
these 9 times ranged from 162 Lux to 2584 Lux (measured using a light meter).
Figure 14 plots the CDFs of the time taken by the volunteers to perform the samples of each gesture in our

datasets. As an example of how to read this figure, consider the line with star markers that corresponds to the
“clap” gesture. This line tells us that out of all the samples that we have for the “clap” gesture, the amount of time
it took the volunteers to complete a single clap gesture was less than 1 second in about 62% of the samples, less
than 2 seconds in about 78% of the samples, and less than 3 seconds in almost all 100% of the samples. We observe
from this figure that the times taken to perform different samples of each gesture vary from less than a second to
over three seconds. This shows that for each gesture, our dataset has a good mix of samples with speeds ranging
from very slow to very fast. We further observe that the jump and step gestures take longer time compared to
the other gestures. This happens due to the additional hand/arm movements, such as swaying, caused by inertia
at the end of the gesture.
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8.2 Gesture Recognition Accuracy

In this section, we evaluate the overall accuracy of LiGest as well as its accuracy on unseen user positions, unseen
user orientations, unseen lighting conditions, unseen users, changing surroundings, and changing sunlight. Table
1 summarizes the accuracies of LiGest in different scenarios that we will evaluate it in.

8.2.1 Accuracy – Overall. To calculate the average accuracy of LiGest, we used 10-fold cross validation on the
samples of the gestures in dataset-1. For the experiments that we will present in the subsequent sections, we will
not use cross validation because for each of those experiments, we can divide the samples in our dataset into
well-defined training and testing sets.
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Table 1. Summary of the accuracies achieved by LiGest in different scenarios

Scenario Average Accuracy

Overall 96.36 %
Unseen Positions 95.70 %
Unseen User Orientations 94.50 %
Unseen Lighting Conditions 93.00 %
Unseen Users 94.64 %
Unscripted Positions & Orientations 95.56 %
Unscripted surrounding changes 93.58 %
Changing Sunlight 95.90 %

LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 96.36%. Figure 15 shows the resulting confusion matrix for all gestures.
We observe from this figure that LiGest achieves the highest average accuracy of 99% for the jump and step
gestures. We also observe from this figure that the accuracy is fairly stable around all the gestures, with Clap
having the least accuracy of 92%.

8.2.2 Accuracy – Unseen User Position. LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 95.7% for gestures performed at

positions it has not been trained on. To measure the accuracy of LiGest at unseen positions, for each position in
dataset-1, we tested all samples in dataset-1 collected at that position using classification models generated from
the samples in dataset-1 collected at all other positions. Figure 16 plots LiGest’s aggregate accuracy across all
gestures at each position using a black bar and accuracy for individual gestures at each position using patterned
and gray-scale bars. The gesture names are abbreviated in the legend as ‘C’ for clap, ‘H’ for hug, ‘J’ for jump,
‘P’ for punch, and ‘S’ for step. In the legend, ‘A’ stands for aggregate accuracy across all gestures. We observe
from this figure that the positions 7, 8, and 9, which are the farthest from all light sources, see slightly lower
accuracies due to lighter shadows, while positions 4, 5, and 6, which are closest to the light sources, see relatively
higher accuracies due to darker shadows.
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8.2.3 Accuracy – Unseen User Orientation. LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 94.5% for gestures performed

in orientations it has not been trained on. To measure the accuracy of LiGest in unseen user orientations, for
each orientation in our dataset-1, we tested all samples collected in that orientation using classification models
generated from the samples in dataset-1 collected in all other orientations. Figure 17 plots LiGest’s aggregate
accuracy across all gestures and its accuracy for individual gestures at each orientation. The numbers on the
x-axis correspond to the numbers assigned to the orientations shown by the arrows originating from P5 in Figure
9. We observe from this figure that the aggregate accuracies span a range of only 3.86%, indicating LiGest’s
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consistent performance across orientations. We also observe from this figure that in a couple of orientations,
LiGest got confused between the clap and hug gestures, which caused the accuracy of LiGest in recognizing
these two gestures to fall slightly below 90%. This happened because when performing these gestures, due to the
direction the users were facing (see Figure 9), their bodies blocked parts of the shadow for the clap gesture, and
the clap gesture appeared very similar to hug gesture.
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8.2.4 Accuracy – Unseen Lighting Conditions. LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 93% for lighting conditions

it has not been trained on. To measure the accuracy of LiGest under unseen lighting conditions, for each lighting
condition, we tested all samples in set-1 collected under that lighting condition using classification models
generated from the samples in dataset-1 collected under the other lighting condition. Figure 18 plots LiGest’s
accuracy under each lighting condition. We see that the aggregate accuracy is slightly lower compared to the
accuracies we have seen until now. The reason is that for this set of experiments, as the entire dataset is divided
into two equal parts for training and testing, we have far fewer samples to generate classification models compared
to the number of samples we had in the previous experiments.

8.2.5 Accuracy – Unseen Users. LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 94.64% for gestures performed by user it

has not been trained on. To measure the accuracy of LiGest on unseen users, for each volunteer in our dataset,
we tested all samples in dataset-1 collected from that volunteer using classification models generated from the
samples in dataset-1 collected from all other volunteers. Figure 19 shows the resulting average accuracy of LiGest
across all gestures for each volunteer in our dataset. Note that the accuracy on the right is for the tallest volunteer
and on the left is for the shortest. We observe from this figure that the accuracies for unseen volunteers are always
above 89% and have only small deviations across volunteers. Further, we do not see any trends in accuracies with
changing heights, which shows that LiGest is unaffected by user’s height.

8.2.6 Accuracy – Unscripted Positions and Orientations. LiGest achieved an average accuracy of 95.56% when

tested at unscripted positions and orientations. To measure the accuracy of LiGest at unscripted positions and
orientations, we tested the samples in dataset-2 that we collected in each of the three arbitrary positions and
orientations of the volunteer’s choosing by using classification models generated from the samples in dataset-1.
The three positions and orientations chosen by the user are shown by the gray-colored circles and arrows in
Figure 9. Figures 20 and 21 plot LiGest’s average accuracy at each of the three positions and three orientations,
respectively. The positions are numbered from top to bottom as seen in Figure 9 and the orientations are numbered
clockwise starting from top. The average accuracy of 95.56% in this experiment is very close to the average
accuracy of 95.7% that we saw in Section 8.2.2 for the unseen positions and orientations experiment. This again
demonstrates that LiGest is very robust to changes in user position and orientation.
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8.2.7 Accuracy – Unscripted Surrounding Changes. The average accuracy of LiGest reduces by less than 3%

with unscripted surrounding changes. To measure the accuracy of LiGest with unscripted surrounding changes,
we tested all samples in dataset-2 collected in each of the two unscripted scenarios using classification models
generated from the samples in dataset-1, which were collected with the lab door closed. Figure 22 plots the loss in
LiGest’s average accuracy in the two unscripted scenarios compared to the average accuracy reported in Section
8.2.1. We observe from this figure that the loss in accuracy is similar in both scenarios. This shows that the stray
shadow casted by the furniture has little effect on the accuracy of LiGest.

8.2.8 Accuracy – Changing Sunlight. The average deviation in the accuracy of LiGest is less than 2.76% with

changing sunlight. To measure the accuracy of LiGest at each of the 9 different times of the day with different
amounts of sunlight, we tested all samples in dataset-3 collected at that time of day using classification models
generated from the samples in dataset-3 collected at all other times of the day. Figure 23 plots the average accuracy
of LiGest across all gestures at each time of day. We see that the average accuracies lie in the range 90% to 99%.
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8.2.9 Accuracy – Comparison with GestureLite [51]. LiGest achieves 30.87% higher average gesture recognition

accuracy compared to GestureLite. To do this comparison, we implemented the methods employed by GestureLite
and repeated the experiments described in Section 8.2.1 using GestureLite. More specifically, we used the methods
proposed in GestureLite to recognize gestures and performed 10-fold cross validation on the samples of the
gestures in dataset-1. Figure 24 shows the resulting confusion matrix for all gestures. We observe from this figure
that GestureLite achieves an overall average accuracy of 65.49%, which is 30.87% lower than the overall accuracy
of 96.36% achieved by LiGest on the same data set. The reason for this low accuracy is the set of limitations of
GestureLite described in Section 2.

8.3 Effect of Internal Operations on Accuracy

Next, we evaluate how much accuracy LiGest loses if we skip one of the four key operations of LiGest, namely
denoising, standardization, wavelet transformation, and rasterization. To calculate the loss in accuracy due to
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not performing a given operation, we do 10-fold cross validation on all samples in dataset-1 just like we did for
the results reported in Section 8.2.1, except that, now, we skip that operation. To skip the denoising operation,
we directly apply standardization operation on raw S-streams instead of applying it on denoised dS-streams. To
skip the standardization operation, we directly apply SWT on denoised dS-streams instead of applying it on
standardized dS-streams. To skip the wavelet transformation operation, we directly apply rasterization on the
matrix G of each sample instead of applying it on Gψ . To skip the rasterization operation, we directly apply PCA
on matrix Gψ instead of applying it on compressed raster. Figure 25 plots the loss in accuracy corresponding to
skipping each of these operations. We observe that while lack of any operation causes a loss in LiGest’s accuracy,
the maximum loss in accuracy occurs when skipping the wavelet transformation operation.

8.4 Limitation Analysis

In this section, we characterize the impact of various adverse real-world situations on the accuracy of LiGest.
More specifically, we study the impacts of obstructions from furniture, varying illumination levels and distances
from light sources, and the density of light sources on the accuracy of LiGest. To calculate the accuracy of
LiGest in each scenario under consideration in this section, we tested all samples collected in that scenario using
classification models generated from the samples in dataset-1. Next, we describe how we collected data for each
scenario and present the accuracy of LiGest.

8.4.1 Impact of Obstructions. As LiGest uses a floor-based sensing platform, user shadows can be blocked
by furniture, such as a table or a chair, which in turn can impact the accuracy of LiGest. To characterize the
performance of LiGest under such obstructions, we chose to place a chair of height 96cm near the user such that
it blocked a desired percentage of the user’s shadow when the user performed gestures, as shown in Figure 26. As
we know the locations of light sources, the position of our sensing platform, and the height of the users, we used
these values to calculate exactly which direction will the shadows of the user fall and what will be the length of
the shadows when the user stands at each of the nine positions P1 through P9 to perform gestures. Using these
calculations, for each of the 9 positions, we determined exactly where to put the chair on the platform such that
when the user performs gestures at that position, the chair obstructs a user’s shadow by a desired percentage
(we used three values for this desired percentage of obstruction: 25%, 50%, and 75%). Next, for each value of the
desired obstruction, we collected samples at each of the 9 positions for all gestures. More specifically, for each
position, we first placed the chair such that it will block s% of user’s shadow, where s ∈ {25, 50, 75}, and then
asked the user to stand at that position and provide samples for all gestures.
The accuracy of LiGest stays largely unaffected even when 50% of the shadow of a user is obstructed. Figure 27

plots the average accuracy of LiGest across all 9 positions for the four percentages of obstruction. We see that the
average accuracy reduces by just 1.78% and 2.22% when 25% and 50% of a user’s shadow is obstructed, respectively.
This stability in this accuracy of LiGest is attributed to two things: 1) the presence of multiple lights, which create
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redundant shadows on the platform, and 2) our rasterization operation, which leverages this redundancy and
mitigates the effects of obstructions of different parts in different shadows of the user. Our rasterization operation
essentially takes the useful parts of all shadows and “stitches” them together, which enables LiGest to achieve
high accuracy despite obstruction. We also observe from this figure that when the percentage of the obstruction
of shadows is really large, such as 75%, LiGest starts to experience more significant drops in accuracy due to the
lack of enough useful parts in redundant shadows that the rasterization operation can “stitch” together to obtain
a useful raster.

We also conducted an experiment, where instead of having multiple light sources, we used only a single light
source, and thus no redundant shadows. Figure 28 shows the average accuracies achieved by LiGest for 50%
obstruction when there are two light sources and when there is only one light source. As expected, in the absence
of redundant shadows, i.e., with a single light source, the obstruction impacts LiGest’s accuracy significantly.
Fortunately, in almost all modern buildings, multiple light sources are used to illuminate the environment. The
reason behind using multiple light sources instead of a single light source is that if a single light source is used to
achieve the minimum recommended illumination of 400 lux, the light source will have to be very bright. Such
a bright light source is discouraged because if an occupant accidentally looks at it, it can cause temporary or
permanent damage to the occupant’s sight.
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8.4.2 Impact of Illumination and Distance from Light Source. As LiGest uses a 6ft × 6ft sensing platform, which
is much smaller in size compared to the size of the room where it is placed, it is imperative to characterize the
performance of LiGest when this platform is placed at different distances from the light sources. To do this, we
turned on the three fluorescent lights directly above the imaginary line connecting the positions P4, P5, and P6,
when the sensing platform is in its initial position shown in Figures 9 and 10. Next, we moved the entire 6ft × 6ft
sensing platform left towards the wall (that has the door) in steps of 1ft and collected samples for all gestures at
the center of the platform. This movement of the platform away from the light sources exposes LiGest to two
challenges: increasing lengths of shadows and decreasing ambient light intensity.

The accuracy of LiGest experiences a notable drop only when the illumination level falls below 100 lux. Note that
the illumination of 100 lux is much smaller than the minimum recommended uniform illuminance of 400 lux for
indoor environments [37]. This can be observed from Figure 29(a), which plots the average accuracy of LiGest
on the samples that were collected at different distances of the sensing platform from its initial location. The
solid line in this figure indicates the average illuminance at these distances. We observe from this figure that
the accuracy of LiGest remains unchanged when the platform is moved by up to 3ft from its initial location. We
see only a slight drop in accuracy when the platform is moved beyond 3ft and up to 6ft from its initial location.
However, the accuracy drops sharply beyond 6 ft because the field of view of our photodiodes is 72◦ and at these
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distances, the light source has moved out of the field of view of most photodiodes. Consequently, the photodiodes
see an average illumination of just 84 lux at 8 ft, which is a very low level of illumination. This makes the shadows
weak and LiGest cannot distinguish between the hand based gestures, which results in the loss in accuracy. This
limitation is fundamental, and establishes a lower bound on the required light intensity. As the illuminance under
100 lux is below the recommended lower limit of 400 lux for indoor environments [37], it is safe to assume that
in active environments, where such gesture recognition systems are useful, the illuminance level will be at least
400 lux, at which LiGest performs very well.
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Fig. 29. Impact of distance/illumination from light sources and density of light sources on LiGest’s accuracy

8.4.3 Impact of the Density of Light Sources. An increase in the density of light sources can weaken the contrast
of shadows, and thus impact LiGest’s accuracy. To study the impact of the density of light sources, we placed our
sensing platform under the two rows of lights such that the center of the platform was situated exactly in the
middle of the imaginary perpendicular line connecting the two rows (see Section 8.1 to recall the positions of the
lights). Next, we collected samples for all gestures at the center of the platform under eight different combinations
by toggling different lights in the two rows on and off. We controlled the six lights in the two rows in such a way
that we could turn on or off one, two, and/or three lights simultaneously. More specifically, all three lights in the
left row were operated using one switch, two lights in the right row were operated using another switch, and the
remaining one light in the right row was operated using a third switch. As we have three switches, we get a total
of 23 = 8 combinations. Note that these 8 combinations cover all possible numbers of simultaneously turned
on light sources, i.e., 0 through 6. We did not collect any samples for the combination where none of the light
sources were turned on because LiGest needs light to work.

The increase in the density of light sources does not significantly impact the accuracy of LiGest. This can be seen
in Figure 29(b), which plots the accuracy of LiGest under the seven different lighting combinations plotted in the
decreasing order of the number of turned-on lights (and thus the illumination). We observe from this figure that
barring the only combination in which only a single light source is turned on producing a very low illumination
of just 55 lux, the accuracy of LiGest is high and stable across all the other combinations. We also note that when
the density of light sources is the highest (i.e., combination 7 with all six lights turned on), the average accuracy
of LiGest drops slightly but is still over 92%, despite the highest dilution of shadow contrast arising from the six
concentrated tube-lights. With more sensitive photodiodes, we can easily mitigate this slight drop in accuracy
with increasing density of light sources.
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9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed LiGest, an ambient light based gesture recognition system. The key novelty of LiGest
is in its high robustness against changing lighting conditions, changing user positions and orientations, and even
changing users. LiGest works with all type of light sources and does not require any control over them. The key
technical depth of LiGest lies in its internal operations of denoising, standardization, wavelet transformation, and
rasterization. We implemented LiGest using cheap commercially available light sensors and Arduino Uno boards
and extensively evaluated it in several different scenarios. LiGest achieves an average accuracy of 96.36%, which
is comparable to (and often higher than) the average accuracies of existing RF based gesture recognition systems.
In future, we plan to extend LiGest on five fronts. First, we plan to extend it to recognize gestures of multiple
users simultaneously. Second, we plan to extend it to walls by deploying and experimenting with sensors on
walls. Third, we plan to extend LiGest to support very low illuminance levels. Fourth, we plan to extensively
study the impact of sensor placement on the accuracy of LiGest. Last, we plan to stress test LiGest by increasing
the number of gestures by an order of magnitude.
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